Market Pulse
Driving New Business Opportunities

T

he Turning Point has specialized in Intelligent marketing
solutions since 1995 and what
they are seeing is a trend in the growing
number of companies that are looking
to address the challenge of managing
insight and activities across an evergrowing variety of channels with marketing automation that goes beyond
CRM.
The next generation of marketing
technology allows for even greater efficiency to automate marketing programs
and to create marketing campaigns
on-demand to build and maximize
customer lifetime value. Marketing
automation systems can be utilized to
identify and nurture high quality leads,
manage databases and mine business
opportunities from them.
The value of marketing automation
is that it has the potential to impact
both the cost and revenue of an organization. Marketing management capabilities address operational efficiency,
productivity and cost savings. Customer engagement helps maximize lead
conversion and customer lifecycle.
According to the Aberdeen Group,
companies with Marketing Automation
systems achieve 107% better lead conversion rate than those without.
Consider an Automated Marketing
System designed specifically for the
mortgage industry allowing you to not
only maximize productivity through
scheduled activities but manage databases, marketing and activities at all
levels within the company. ❖

The Move To Marketing Automation

To Deliver High Quality Leads
To The Point Of Sale

Marketing automation is showing the
strongest growth in the CRM market
space where companies utilizing

76%
Generating and converting leads are
big challenges in todays hypercompetetive environment where
ﬂeeting customer loyalty is on the rise.

76% of Marketing Ofﬁcers consider
generation of high quality leads
their greatest challenge

marketing automation to
nurture prospects
experience a 451% increase
in qualiﬁed leads

451%

Top technology payoffs
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Among marketing automation users

95%

63%

95% increased ability
to measure
sales lead quality

63% increased ability
to measure
effectiveness and ROI

A 2012 study by The
Lenskold Group showed
that companies using
marketing automation
report faster growth
than ones that don’t.
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